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Bible Studies: Poland (August 2009) 

 

Studies in the Beatitudes 

 

4. “Happiness and humility” 

 

Matthew 5:5   “Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth”. 
Błogosławieni cisi, albowiem oni na własność posiądą ziemię. 

 
Introduction 

 

a)   Again, let me remind you of the connection that these Beatitudes have with each 

other. The person who is “poor in spirit” through recognising their sin, will 

inevitably be led to “mourn” for their short comings and weaknesses. This in turn 

leads to the “beautiful attitude” of humility. This is the third in the list of the inner 

qualities that are no necessary before we turn to the external ones. If we could 

get the heart right, the conduct will be right also. 

 

b) We live in a world in which the emphasis is upon being “assertive”. The world 

says that if we want to make progress in this world we must make sure that we 

achieve our rights. People must not be allowed to tread us down; we must 

conquer; override others to get to the top; to be successful you must be 

aggressive and fight for your rights. It is a violent world; a forceful and demanding 

world. Children are growing up within a culture that is teaching them that “might 

is right”. Knife and gun crime; domestic violence and road-rage, all seem to be 

typical of our age.  Even within this twenty first century, countries are still at war 

with each other perfecting their weapons of warfare. Such conflict and fighting 

also exists in communities; families and relationships.  

 

c) Consequently, the world cannot accept this statement of Jesus. It would laugh at 

such a sentiment. How can meekness lead to happiness? Surely, the way to be 

happy is to grasp all you can get whether “fair or foul” means. Happiness lies in 

having your own way; fulfilling your own needs; satisfying your own desires. Yet, 

the truth is that people who are resentful, angry, bitter and demanding are rarely 
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happy. People who are riddled with selfishness, greed and self-interest are most 

unhappy and unfulfilled. There is no contentment to be found in being selfish and 

egocentric. However, it is a hard lesson to learn. Yet, Jesus teaches that 

meekness does truly lead to happiness and this is a lesson that we desperately 

need to learn. 

 

1. Does meekness mean weakness? 

a) I have to begin with this negative heading so that we can clear away any 

misunderstanding. The reason why the world cannot and will not accept this 

Beatitude is because it is wrongly understood. To some the word signifies 

weakness of character; spineless; servile, amiability, mildness and pathetic. But 

the Bible’s use of this term is far from such a description. This we can prove by 

pointing to two individuals who were known for being “meek” and yet were a long 

way from being weak and spineless.  

 

b) The first of these is Moses. It was stated of Moses that he was, “very meek, more 

than all people who were on the face of  the earth” (Numbers 12). Although this is 

said of Moses he was nevertheless, a very strong man with a robust character. 

He had to be in order to be the leader of this very large group of Israelites coming 

out of Egypt. When we read of Moses confronting Pharaoh, we see a man of 

outstanding emotional strength, unafraid to deliver the message of God. As he 

commanded the people of Israel through the Red Sea and into the Wilderness 

dealing with rebellion, complaints and criticism, he displays a forceful and 

assertive manner. Moses did not allow himself to be manipulated, or over-ruled. 

Yet, it is said that of all the people of the earth, Moses was the meekest. 

Meekness and strength of character can be united; they are compatible. 

Meekness is not weakness.  

 

c) The second illustration comes for the performance of Jesus. He said, Take my 

yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle (Greek meek) and humble in 

heart, and you will find rest for your souls (Matt 11:29). But was Jesus weak and 

feeble? In the Gospel narratives we see Him standing up to the Pharisees and 

Scribes; fearlessly answering their questions. Indeed, the best display of Jesus’ 

strength of character is seen in the way, on two occasions, he cleansed the 
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Temple by sweeping out the moneychangers and those buying and selling. On 

these occasions he is strong and fierce to the extent of being violent and 

aggressive. This was no loss of temper, or display of force merely to realise 

some personal ambition, rather it was on behalf of his Father and for the 

sacredness of the Temple itself. He said, "Is it not written: "'My house will be 

called a house of prayer for all nations'? But you have made it 'a den of robbers” 

(Mark 11:17). As Jesus approaches his own death on the cross we see a truly 

meek individual, “led as a lamb to the slaughter” (Isaiah 53:7). Yet, as we see 

Him standing before Pilate and then Herod, he presents as a character unafraid 

to stand His ground, answer questions and even remain silent. That takes 

strength of mind.  

 

d) There are other examples in the Bible, such as Paul the apostle who demands 

an apology from the Roman magistrates when he had been wrongly imprisoned 

at Philippi. He was not afraid to demand his rights, “But Paul said to the officers: 

"They beat us publicly without a trial, even though we are Roman citizens, and 

threw us into prison. And now do they want to get rid of us quietly? No! Let them 

come themselves and escort us out" (Acts 16:37). Then, when he was arrested 

and tried under Felix and then Festus, realizing that he would never received any 

justice from these two Roman officials, he appealed to go to Rome to be tried by 

Nero. Then look at his many testimonies and the way in which he faithfully, and 

fearlessly he declares his convictions and trust in Christ. On one occasion he is 

presented to Felix and his wife, Drusilla and asked to speak. So what was his 

message? Did he, out of trepidation decide to moderate his message? No, he 

boldly cleared “faith in Christ Jesus…righteousness…self-control..and the 

coming judgment” (Acts 24:24-25).  

 

2 What is meekness? 

a) In the first place it will aid our understanding if we can take a look at the Greek 

word itself and seek a definition. The Greek word (prau>j praus) in Classical 

Greek speaks of things that are “gentle”, like “a gentle breeze or a gentle voice”. 

Of persons, it means “mild” or, “gracious”. It can be said to be a word “with a 

caress in it”. Another approach is to see how the word is illustrated by its use in 
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Classical Greek for a horse that has been tamed. A horse that was once wild, but 

has become tamed, controlled, harnessed and obeys the bit and bridle. 

 

b) What we see in these definitions is the strength of steel coupled with the caress 

of gentleness. The man or woman who is “meek” (Greek praus) is a person 

under complete control. It is not  spineless gentleness,  sentimental fondness or 

a passive quietism. Indeed, the person who is meek can also be angry. We have 

seen this illustrated in the lives of Moses and Jesus. Yet, the person who is 

“meek” is the person who is always angry at the right time and never angry at the 

wrong time.  

 

c) We may, therefore, interpret meekness as an attitude that does not seek self 

interests. It is the quality of no longer serving self. The antithesis of meekness is 

to be always concerned about self; whether people are giving us enough 

attention; wanting our own needs to be central; prioritizing the satisfying of 

personal desires and gratification. No, meekness is where self takes a back-

stage. It is where the individual looks away from him or her self. It is an attitude 

about self but in the interests of others. Such a person is not seeking to please 

himself or herself.  

 

d) Meekness is best taught in the words of the apostle from Philippians 2:3-11. This 

is a passage which is familiar to us from the Christological point of view. We read 

and preach on this passage to highlight the significance of Jesus incarnation. 

This of course is quite right. But, when Paul first wrote about Jesus, who “being 

in the form of God” then at a certain time in history, “became a servant” and 

eventually became “obedient to the point of death, even death on a cross” and 

was then highly exalted through the resurrection and ascension, he did so with a 

view to giving an example of true meekness.  You will notice in vs 3 he calls upon 

us to, “Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility consider 

others better than yourselves”. He then complains that in the Church in Philippi 

people are not seeking the needs of others, but are “all seeking their own 

interests…” (vs 21). The Church was riddled with selfishness. They were not 

meek. 
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e) Now, this call for meekness and a desire to serve the needs of others is  

precisely what the Son of God did. This is Paul’s point in bringing in the 

Christological teaching. Here is the very Son of God who had every right to 

remain in the glory along with the Father; He had every right to command 

everyone to serve and recognize Him as the only Son of God, and display His 

glory when he was here on earth. But He chose not to. Although he had every 

right to claim obedience and demand that everyone bow and serve Him, he took 

on the form of a servant and “humbled himself”. Why did He do this? It was 

because He was here primary to serve the needs of others. He was the supreme 

example of doing “nothing from selfish ambition”; the perfect example of one who 

“in humility considered others better than himself”. This is meekness. 

 

f) True meekness then is the attitude that does not always insist on having its own 

way, or its own rights. The meek person will yield to no one where a point of 

principle is involved, but he will be strong enough to give way when a matter of 

purely personal advantage is at stake. A meek person is not power hungry. It is 

the same as Paul’s teaching in 1 Cor 13:4 when defining the meaning of true 

love, “…It does not insist on its own way…”.  

 

g) True meekness is a non-retaliatory spirit. If injured, such a person will not seek 

revenge; if insulted, he or she will not threaten; if reviled, he or she will not 

reciprocate; if treated unjustly, he will not even the score. But, you might ask, 

“How should we respond in the face of sin and evil? Should be quietly leave it 

alone and remain passive and gentle?” The answer is that there is such a thing 

as “righteous anger”, but this is void of all the negative elements previously 

mentioned. Jesus was angry and yet He was amazingly meek. When we respond 

with anger, we have to enquire whether our response is because of personal 

injury or whether it is because in principle some wickedness has being conducted 

which is an affront to God. You will know this from your internal emotional 

feelings. 
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3. Conclusion 

“….for they will inherit the earth” 

a)  Meekness and its rewards. Jesus said, “Blessed are the meek….”. Strange as it 

may seem there is a strong psychological effect resulting from being meek. 

Whereas angry retaliation leaves in its wake a feeling of personal bitterness, 

meekness is self-rewarding with a peace of its own. Emotionally, meekness is 

self-healing after injury. Meekness which refuses to fight for personal revenge, 

ambition and hate, leaves a peaceful, gentle spirit behind which is soothing, 

calming and comforting. No wonder Jesus said, “Happy are the meek…”. 

 

b) But there is more, “for they shall inherit the earth”. What is your view of heaven? 

Rather than thinking of heaven in terms of floating on clouds dressed in night 

gowns, I take the view that heaven is this same earth renewed, cleansed and 

restored. From my reading of Romans 8:19-23 I form the opinion that God has 

not finished with this planet. This earth will be renewed; cleansed of its sinful 

effect and returned to its former glory before the Fall when it was said, “God saw 

everything that he had made, and behold it was very good” (Gen 1:31).  

 

c) It is for this reason Jesus refers to this world by saying, “inherit the earth”. It is 

this earth that the meek will inherit as part of the glory they will share with Jesus 

(Rom 8:17).  But, who will be the ones to inherit this renewed earth? Christians of 

course. Yes, but how do we know we are Christians and that we will be the ones 

to inherit this renewed plant? What is the most obvious sign that we are born-

again, called and justified by faith? It is whether we conform to this standard, 

“meek”. This is the test and the proof.  

 

d) Listen again to what James says, “God opposes the proud, but gives grace to the 

humble” (James 4:6). If we are arrogant, full of ourselves seeking only to please 

and gratify our desires and lusts, then it is obvious we were never truly born-

again. Another way of looking at this is to consider Paul’s analysis of the fruit of 

the Spirit in Galatians 5:22-23, “The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, 

kindness goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self control”. Notice “gentleness” 

which in the Greek is “meekness”.  
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e) What, then, is the sign of a person who has been born-again of the Spirit? It is 

that they display this part of the fruit – meekness. Jesus said that we are known 

by our fruits. The evidence that we are the children of God, and that we are the 

ones who will “inherit the earth”, is that we display this meekness.   

 

f) It is difficult being “meek”. The world will ridicule, jeer and despise such people. 

Such will be viewed as being weak. This is a great misunderstanding, but 

Christians must expect to be misunderstood. It is interesting to note that at the 

conclusion of this part of the Sermon, Jesus points out that we will be 

“persecuted” if we adopt this kind of lifestyle; “persecuted for righteousness 

sake…others (will) revile you…and utter all kinds of evil against you falsely on 

my account” (Matt 5:10-11). This is what we can expect when we choose to live 

these “beautiful attitudes”.  

 

g) However, Jesus told us to “rejoice and be glad”. How strange! Then He gives us 

His reason, “for you reward is great in heaven”. Where is this heaven? It is this 

renewed earth. The reward is to “inherit the earth”.  

 

h) We have to make a choice. Either we live according to the world’s pattern, or we 

take on the teaching of Jesus. The latter, we are told leads to “Happiness” and 

“reward” because it defines us as the Children of God who will inherit the earth.  

 

 

Richard Lee. Summer 2009 

 

  

 

 

 


